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Trint for the 
Connected Newsroom

As news teams are becoming more 
distributed across offices and in the 
field, it’s more important than ever 
journalists can rapidly share and access 
the raw information that fuels stories, 
whether on the road or at their desk.  

Shareable transcripts 
Transcribe in minutes, share 

with everyone in seconds

In the field recording 
Capture live interviews with 
the iOS app; share with the 

newsroom  

Live coverage
Grab quotes and watch the 

story unfold, live, with 
Realtime

 Verified work 
See if work has been 

reviewed and by whom

Collaborative 
editing 

Edit articles, video 
outlines and scripts 

together

Stay 
connected 
through...

https://trint.com/
https://www.facebook.com/trint.ltd/
http://twitter.com/trinthq
https://www.linkedin.com/company/trint/
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Journalists need to rapidly unlock what was said, wherever they are. With this 
content powering the whole newsroom, the story can be spread to the 
channels and formats the audience cares about. 

Before Trint I was thinking, "How am I going to meet 
deadline?" I had to allocate time for transcription. Now 

that time has been saved. So either the story arrives faster 
or, in some cases, I've actually produced more content.

Unparalleled 
control

Speed at the 
core

Tell your 
story 

everywhere

Move work forward into digital, audio or video formats and 
for the channels that move your audience

One story, many authors

Integration
Use our powerful APIs to 
connect Trint to your most 
used systems to power your 
onward workflows.

 Support

Our dedicated support team is 
on hand to help you get the 
most out of Trint.

 Security
Your data and security are our 
top priority which is why no 
one sees your data but you. 
Our ISO 27001 certified 
platform ensures best-in class 
security.

Determine exactly who sees your work and set permissions, so 
you never lose work or share sensitive information 

Transcribe interviews, speeches, videos and podcasts in 
minutes, unlocking time for editorial and creative thinking
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